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Résumé 

Le monde de la philatélie a ses propres lois, valeurs 
et normes, son appareil conceptuel, sa structure éco
nomique (économie de don, de troc et d'échanges 
monétaires), ses conflits idéologiques (au sujet de 
la valeur philatélique de timbres fiscaux, par exem
ple), sa propre histoire ainsi qu'un riche réseau de 
relations institutionnalisées et informelles. Dans 
cet univers, qui représente une sous-culture plutôt 
qu'une culture sur le plan anthropologique, on 
retrouve des philatélistes amateurs et professionnels 
(généralement des marchands) ainsi qu 'un chevau
chement évident de ces deux catégories. Toutefois, 
pour la majorité de ces personnes, la philatélie est 
plus ou moins une activité requérant du temps, des 
efforts et de l'argent-des « sacrifices plaisants » 
d'après Christian Bromberger1 -, en marge de leurs 
principales occupations professionnelles, familiales 
ou autres. Parleurs collections, les philatélistes créent 
leurs propres microcosmes d'éléments provenant de 
différentes périodes et régions géographiques. Ils 
constituent ainsi des trésors personnels et personna
lisés. L'auteur relie l'origine culturelle de la philatélie 
au développement des services postaux et de l'acti
vité générale de collection. 

Abstract 

The realm of philately has its own laws, values and 
norms; conceptual apparatus; economics (both gift 
and barter as well as monetary economics); ideo
logical conflicts (about the philatelic status of revenue 
stamps for example); its own history; and, a rich 
network of institutionalized and informal relation
ships. In this universe, which represents a subculture 
rather than a culture in anthropological terms, we 
encounter amateur collectors and professionals 
(usually dealers) as well as a clear overlap between 
these two categories. For most participants, however, 
philately is more or less a time, energy and money 
consuming activity — "pleasant sacrifices"1 — 
marginal to thet professional, familial or otherwise 
principal occupations. Through their collections, 
philatelists create thet own microcosms of elements 
originating from different periods and geographical 
regions. Thus, they construct their personal and 
personalized treasures. In dealing with the ques
tion about the cultural origins of philately, we link 
these to the development of postal services as well 
as the origins of collecting in general. 

Both Narrative Fict ion a n d 
Material Reality 
Over half a century ago, Douglas and Elizabeth Rigby 
wrote the following lines in the foreword of what 
may now be called one of the literary classics on 
collecting: 

There is nothing puzzling about the fact that 
collectors have limited their descriptions of the 
vast house of collecting to the single rooms enclos
ing their own favorite specialties. On the other 
hand, in exploring that house, it must strike the 
investigator as increasingly strange that its domain 

should have been so sparingly reported by anthro
pologists, sociologists and psychologists; for the 
roots of the phenomenon of collecting are the roots 
of man himself, and they nourish many of us today 
through the practice of this ancient pastime.2 

Meanwhile, the situation has changed, since 
there is a growing sociological and psychological 
literature on collecting in general, and there are 
some fine specialized historical studies of philatelic 
collecting.3 Apart from instructive exceptions,4 

anthropologists still seem to limit their contributions 
to the collection of "tribal" or "primitive" art5 — 
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or, in a euphemism nowadays in vogue in France, 
des arts premiers.6 Here, we define a collection as 
a set of objects beyond a utilitarian context, with a 
personal leitmotif defining the collection. Because 
of the latter aspect, the value of the collection exceeds 
the sum of the value of the individual objects, at 
least for the owner.7 

This value may be measured and expressed in 
historical, cultural, scientific, technical, aesthetic, 
emotional, financial or, in our case, philatelic terms. 
According to Eugenio Donato, this value would be 
based on the fiction that the collection "somehow 
constitute(s) a coherent representational universe," 
and not only holds for private collections, but also 
for museums: "should the fiction disappear, there 
is nothing left of the Museum but 'bric-a-brac,' a 
heap of meaningless and valueless fragments of 
objects which are incapable of substituting them
selves either metonymically for the original objects 
or metaphorically for their representations."81 do 
not agree with this reductionist perspective. The 
coherence of a (serious) collection may be based 
on fiction but, then, it is a fiction that corresponds 
to a certain reality which is not only individually, 
but also socially and culturally defined. Thus, from 
my point of view, the representational coherence 
of a collection, of the kind we are discussing, is 
both (narrative) fiction and (material) reality. 

A serious (private or public) collector is not a 
simple accumulator of similar objects but, in the 
words of Rigby and Rigby, "searches out the origin 
and meaning of his 'curios' and preserves his items 
according to a well-conceived plan."9 However, 
a passionate collector also seems to be "caught in 
a constant vacillation, between the hankering for 
perfection and the need to tolerate imperfection, 
between an ideal of wholeness and the anxiety of 
incompleteness, between mature composure and 
the immature thrills of hunting and scrounging."10 

Collectors are, indeed, "people with a tactical instinct; 
their experience teaches them that when they cap
ture a strange city, the smallest antique shop can 
be a fortress, the most remote stationery store a key 
position."11 For real collectors, in my view, their 
collecting activities are not only statements of con
sumption,12 but also of production and creation. 

Most philatelic collectors start at a young age 
(7 to 10 years, both boys and girls) with an open 
world collection, that is, of all stamps of whatever 
country coming within reach. The acquisition (or 
receiving as a gift) of the first album or first cata
logue usually is the reason to limit the collection 
to one's own country, eventually combined with 
former colonies or contemporary overseas terri
tories. Generally after a lapse of several years — 
adolescents and young adults tend to have other 
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preoccupations — a number of male philatelists 
(around age 35 is quite common) resume their youth 
collection in order to complete it.13 When this is 
almost accomplished by means of an adult and 
thus larger budget, the philatelist is confronted with 
the choice either to spend much money for the 
most expensive, missing stamps, or add another 
country to his (or her) elementary collection, for 
example a favourite holiday destination, or to start 
a specialized collection of one series, or even of one 
single stamp. Philately is particularly apt for special
ization by "typologists" (the use of different printing 
plates for the earliest stamps resulted in different 
types), "varietists" (collection of printing errors and 
varieties), and those who are commonly known as 
postal historians (reconstruction by means of used 
covers on postal trajectories within a certain region 
and period), marco-philatelists (focus on cancel
lations), fiscal philatelists (collection of revenue 
stamps and stamped paper), and thematic philat
elists (construction of a coherent discourse about 
a self-chosen topic via philatelic elements), just to 
name some major branches. Walter Benjamin, for 
example, had the following impression of marco-
philatelists: 

To someone looking through piles of old letters, 
a stamp that has long been out of circulation on a 
torn envelope often says more than the reading 
of dozens of pages... There are collectors who con
cern themselves only with postmarked stamps, 
and it would not be difficult to believe them the only 
ones to have penetrated the secret. They confine 
themselves to the occult part of the stamp: the 
postmark... The pursuer of postmarks must, like 
a detective, possess information on the most noto
rious post offices, like an archaeologist the art of 
reconstructing the torsos of the most foreign place-
names, and like a cabalist an inventory of dates 
for an entire century.™ 

Philately, indeed, cannot be reduced to the col
lection of stamps only, but also includes elements 
such as postally used covers (also from the time 
before the very existence of adhesive stamps), postal 
stationery (covers or postcards with imprinted 
stamps), cancellations, and also even among pro
fessionals less well-known philatelic elements such 
as bills of lading (contracts for maritime transporta
tion of merchandise). This article deals with the 
cultural origins and development of stamp collect
ing or philately, starring with a debate on what these 
origins would be, either postal or fiscal, followed 
by a more conventional chronology of events and, 
in doing so, also inserting philately in the history 
of collecting in general, of which philately is a 
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Fig.l 
Bill of lading (or 
connaissement, i.e., a 
contract of maritime 
tmnsportation) for a 
cargo of cocoa on the 
ship Général Trébault 
(captain: A. Renault) on 
17 May 1879, from Pointe-
à-Pitre, Guadeloupe, to 
Bordeaux, France. The 
total for the 2F40 was 
the ocean-going tariff. 
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particular subset. Three case studies of contempo
rary philatelic collectors illustrate our reconsideration 
of the smallest of artifacts. 

Origins of Philately: 
IWo Competing Versions 
Previous to the introduction of adhesive postage 
stamps one and a half centuries ago, sending or 
receiving a letter used to be expensive. Often, it 
was the addressee who had to pay postage for the 
delivery of the mail, not the sender, since the latter 
had no certainty that his letter would actually be 
delivered. The postage rate was calculated in terms 
of distance, weight and number of pages. The early 
private postal services such as that of Thurn und 
Taxis operated internationally. State services did so 
only up to their frontiers. There, the mail had to be 
transmitted to the neighboring state postal service 
and for each item a complicated calculation had 
to be made.15 In his report Post Office Reform: Its 
Importance and Practicability, published in 1837, 
Rowland Hill, a young retired (for health reasons) 
teacher, made a study of the existing postal system, 
criticized it and formulated proposals for improve
ment. The calculation of the postage rate in terms 
of distance and number of pages was too complex, 
according to Hill, the system of payment at delivery 
did not function well, the postage costs were too high, 
and the system actually was only accessible to well-
to-do people. Hill proposed a uniform postage tariff 
for the whole of Great Britain, a drastic reduction 
of the tariff, a calculation in terms of weight rather 
than number of pages, and the postage being paid 
not by the addressee, but by the sender. 

The proposals were well received by the House 
of Commons and Hill was appointed secretary 

and advisor of the director-general of the British Mail 
with the special mission to realize his own ideas. 
On 6 May 1840, on the initiative of Hill, the first adhe
sive stamp was issued. This stamp, the Penny Black, 
portrays the head of Queen Victoria with no indica
tion of the country of origin.16 The Penny Black was 
accompanied in the same emission by a higher rate, 
the Twopenny Blue. The number of letters han
dled by the General Post Office in Great Britain rose 
from 75.9 million in 1839 to 168.7 million in 1841.17 

Although the postal tariff was lower, the British Mail 
was set to making more profit than previously.18 The 
example of adhesive stamps was followed by Brazil 
in 1843, the United States and Mauritius in 1847, and 
by France in 1849.19 Most other countries followed 
between 1850 and 1879.20 Soon, the attractively 
coloured little pieces of paper with representations 
of different countries were initiated as collector's 
items and a new hobby was born: philately. 

In this version of history, which is reproduced 
in most specialized philatelic literature of all times, 
the introduction of the Penny Black in 1840 at the 
initiative of Rowland Hill would mark the origin 
of stamps and philately.21 There is, however, a com
peting version, mainly diffused in circles of fiscal 
philatelists. This version holds that the postal reform 
marked by the Penny Black in 1840 would only con
sist of an inclusion of postage in an already existing 
stamp system: 

Both postage stamps and fiscal stamps specify 
the payment of a tax (une taxe], i.e. according to 
financial law. the direct payment of a particular 
public service, in contrast to the taxation [l'impôt] 
which is the contribution roughly paid to the state. 
in order to allow the functioning of all its services 
(and which may also be received by means of 
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fiscal stamps). This alloivs us to ensure that, in a 
strictly legal sense, postage stamps constitute only 
one particular category of fiscal stamps.22 

Still within the same perspective, it is no mere 
accident that ancient, typically fiscal expressions 
such as stamp, timbre, zegeland stempel were taken 
over to indicate postage stamps in the different 
European languages. Yves Danan, the president of 
the French Society for Fiscal Philately, emphasizes 
that, initially, Hill's postal reform did not include the 
adhesive postage stamp, but the introduction of a 
postally stamped paper, the Mulready envelope.23 

In this, Danan is right. Hill's initial idea, indeed, was 
to use this kind of envelope with imprinted post
age value, and he had asked William Mulready to 
make a design for the cover. The so-called Mulready 
envelopes, belonging to the category of postal sta
tionery (that is, with an imprinted or "embossed" 
postage rate), were issued in two denominations and 
colours: one penny printed in black for letters up 
to half an ounce, and twopenny in blue for letters 
up to one ounce. These Mulready envelopes, how
ever, were not a success with the British public and 
were even ridiculed in the form of cartoons imitating 
and distorting the original design.24 Simultaneously, 
James Chalmers, a bookshop proprietor and printer 
from Dundee, suggested to HOI the idea of adhesive 
stamps. Against the background of the Mulready 
envelope failure, Hill welcomed the integration of 
this idea in his postal reform, which resulted in the 
Penny Black of 1840. 

Certain fiscal philatelists also claim that the 
expression philately explicitly refers to their own 
philatelic preoccupation: taxes. In the already cited 
introduction of the most recent catalogue of ad
hesive fiscal stamps in France, published by the 
long-standing philatelic publisher Yvert & Tellier, 
one may read that "the denomination of'philately' 
itself, which etymologically means 'love of taxes' 
[sic!], is particularly apt for the collection of fiscal 
stamps."25 In this case, however, in my opinion, the 
hobby of collecting stamps (in whatever form) would 
not have been called philately, but philotely — 
although in combination with the adjective fiscal 
the translation love of taxes {amour de la taxe) does 
makes sense (but this was not the argument in 
Yvert & Tellier). Etymologically speaking, the word 
philately is composed of the Greek words philo 
(I love) and atelos (exempt from tax), which is why, 
in my view, the neologism for "love of taxas" would 
have been composed of philo and teli (taxes) and 
would thus read philotely, and not philately. 

Historical Precedence of Fiscal Stamps 
to Postage Stamps 
The principal argument of fiscal philatelists is that 
the fiscal stamp preceded the postage stamp, and 
that the latter was only an extension or even just a 
particular variant of the former ("le timbre a d'abord 
été fiscal," as Yves Danan puts it2fi). We will take a 
closer look at this argument of historical precedence. 
On the one hand, taxation by means of stamps was 

Fig. 2 
The Mulready envelope 
was the direct ancestor of 
the first postage stamp. 
The postal stationery 
envelope (here: 1 penny; 
real size: 8.5 cm x 13.5 an), 
depicting Britannia sending 
messengers nil over the 
world, was ridiculed 
by the British public. 
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practised in the Netherlands as early as 1624, in 
Spain in 1636, in the Spanish overseas territories 
in 1638, and in England and France later in the 
seventeenth century. In France, for example, the pro
posal in 1655 by Minister Fouquet to introduce 
taxation by means of stamps in order to finance 
the war against Spain did not obtain enough votes 
in the French Parliament. The reforms of the legal 
system by Louis XIV, however, resulted in the 
introduction of stamped papers and parchments 
in 1674.27 The stamps in the heading showed a 
lily, representing the royal emblem, and mentioned 
the tariff in function of the size and character of the 
certificate.28 Apart from the stamp, the papers and 
parchments remained virgin in order to be written 
on by hand. The watermarks (filigranes) in the paper 
usually showed an image corresponding to that of 
the stamp, and were a guarantee against fraud — 
as this was also the case, later, with ordinary adhe
sive stamps. 

In France, fiscal stamps and their use may be 
divided into three categories and corresponding 
periods: first, the large variety of stamped papers 
and parchments known as generalities [généralités] 
as from 1674; second, the unified, embossed rev
enue printed papers (papiers à la débite) as from 
the departmental division in 1791; and third, the 
introduction of adhesive fiscal stamps [timbres 
mobiles) as from 1862, often used in combination 
with (that is, on) stamped paper. On the other hand, 
the oldest known postal hand stamps (postmarks) on 
letters are found in fifteenth-century Italy, followed 
by the Netherlands (the East Indies Company or 

VOQ and England in the seventeenth century. 
These stamps would mention the place name where 
the letter was posted (an indication previously 
written by hand), the date and, later, when postage 
was paid in advance, "penny [postage] paid," port 
payé, or other indications of this kind in the lan
guage concerned.29 Nowadays, such letters with 
hand written or hand stamped indications or post
marks are important collector's items and constitute 
the pre-philatelic or eo-philatelic period. 

From this succinct comparison of fiscal stamps 
(stamped paper/fiscal stationery) and postal [hand] 
stamps we may conclude that both have a lengthy 
history of several centuries and originate at approxi
mately the same period, with perhaps some precedence 
of postal stamps, as in the Italian case. We may even 
pursue the question further to the origins of postal 
services and taxes. Taxes originated in early state 
formation processes and became really established 
in more mature types of states, whereas courier ser
vices probably already existed.30 The beginnings of 
postal services avant la lettre may be situated not long 
after the invention of writing. Sending a messenger 
used to be the prerogative of leaders, the messen
ger often being a well-respected person. The ancient 
Greeks even made him into a divine figure: Hermes 
with the winged heels. Modern Greeks, indeed, rep
resented Hermes on their earliest stamps. 

The ancient Greeks chose as messengers the 
fittest runners such as the famous messenger from 
Marathon who ran the exhausting 42 kilometres to 
Athens so fast that he was only able to utter the news 
of the victory before expiring. Courier services in 

Fig. 3 
A French parchment 
from 10 May 1685 issued 
in Aix-en-Provence 
f'généralité d'Aix "); real 
size: 16 cm X 27 cm. The 
stamp depicts a human 
figure with a (royal) lily 
on its head and a crown 
on top. In the circle on the 
left another lily is depicted, 
while in the circle on the 
right is the word parchemin, 
i.e., "dried animal hide. " 
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the early empires of China, Assyria, Egypt, Persia, 
Greece, Rome, and the Aztecs linked the political 
centre to governors in the outer districts and to the 
army at the front. Where possible, messengers made 
use of horses, camels, boats and other means of trans
portation. Since oral messages had the disadvantage 
that parts could be forgotten or distorted, written 
messages — letters—were soon preferred. In view 
of the military and political contexts of early letter 
circulation, secrecy was highly valued. One recorded 
method, I think rather anecdotal, was to shave the 
skull of a slave and write the message on his bald 
head.31 The courier would not be able to see the 
message, and during the long journey, the slave's 
hair would grow and the words become invisible. 
On the slave's arrival, the addressee would shave 
the slave's head and read the message. Plutarch 
mentioned the Spartan method of the skylates, 
which involved two sticks of equal diameter, one 
of which remained with the sender and the other 
went to the receiver.32 The sender would wind 
a strip of thin papyrus diagonally around the stick 
and write the message lengthwise on the wrapped 
stick. Then, only the papyrus strip, unreadable 
without the right stick, would be sent to the field 
commander abroad. 

In Assyria, clay tablets were known to be used 
as letters. The letter was written on (or printed with 
carved cane ends into) the wet clay tablet before 
being baked. These clay tablets are now the object 
of private collections (besides museum collections), 
but are classified as archaeological rather than phil
atelic. This is also the case with other early letter 
supports mentioned here. Materials such as stone, 
wood and bark were also used, but in ancient Greece 
and Rome, it was papyrus, an Egyptian invention 
from about 3000 BC, that became the favourite 
means. In the second century BC, parchment was 
invented: soaked animal hide from which all traces 
of meat and hair were removed.33 The paper we still 
use today is originally a Chinese invention asso
ciated with the name Ts'ai Lun from 105 AD.34 

The Romans made use of horses and carriages 
in their postal services along the muitary roads of 
their empire. The system was called cursus publiais, 
and the stations where horses were changed mansio 
or statio. Our word post derives from posta, an ab
breviation of the expression statio posita in, that is, 
"the station of the cursus publicus situated at.. .".35 

The word posita became posta and, then, post. 
In the thirteenth century, Pope Honorius HI would 

have used the word post in its present meaning, as 
did Marco Polo when he mentioned the Chinese 
courier service: poesta.36 Courier services in the Euro
pean Middle Ages were operated by monasteries, 
later followed by the early universities, who had 

well-organized networks of messengers of students. 
The development of large towns and the increasing 
number of people who were able to read and write 
also resulted in the development of civil messenger 
services. Large trading houses such as the Florence 
based De Medici multinational, for example, used 
also to develop their own postal service. In 1505, 
the Italian nobleman Francesco de Tassis, also known 
as Torriani, had offered the emperor Maximilian I 
of Austria to carry all his messages from Vienna to 
the Netherlands free of charge, in exchange for the 
exclusive rights of postal services in the empire. In 
1516, the imperial privilege was granted. The initial 
routes stretched from Vienna to Brussels, France, 
Spain and Italy. By the end of the sixteenth century, 
the postal network of Tassis' descendants, who had 
changed their name to Thurn und Taxis, covered 
a good deal of continental Europe.37 In the eigh
teenth and nineteenth centuries, Thurn und Taxis 
experienced increasing competition from local and 
state postal services and, in 1867, after 362 years of 
flourishing postal enrrepreneurship, Prussia bought 
the remaining rights. This was a general tendency: 
when the development of postal services and its 
accompanying profits followed strong economic 
growth, then usually the state took over.38 During 
the last years of its existence, the private enterprise 
Thurn und Taxis used adhesive stamps, which are 
highly prized by philatelic collectors today. 

Embodiments of an Encyclopedic Ideal 
In order to contextualize the contemporary cultural 
phenomenon of philately, some markers of collecting-
in-general, of which philately is a particular subset, 
should be noted. In ancient times, most early collec
tions were those of kings and pharaohs, such as 
Tutankhamen's famous collection of whips and 
walking sticks with carved heads and handles of 
gold, gold-foil, ivory and ebony. There were, how
ever, also common people — not slaves — who 
enjoyed the pleasures of collecting, as was shown 
by the discovery of an ordinary coffin at Ur, dated 
late fifth- early fourth century BC. At the time of 
discovery, the coffin had been plundered of every
thing of apparent value, but the body was untouched, 
and reposed on a collection of some 200 seal impres
sions on clay that the plunderers had overlooked.39 

The collection included Greek, Egyptian, Babylonian, 
Assyrian and Persian pieces and, according to Rigby 
and Rigby, "corresponded in its day approximately 
to our own collections of stamps, coins [et cetera]."40 

More recent markers in the history of collecting 
are the curiosity cabinets in the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries. At the time, in Europe, thousands 
of curiosity cabinets, precursors of our present 
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museums, would have existed. After some necessary 
specialization these cabinets, often materializations 
of an encyclopedic project, were also the starting 
point, or at least an accelerating factor of several 
natural and other sciences. We may divide the 
"curiosities" in these cabinets into two categories: 
natumlia and artificialia. Naturalia were exotic 
plants, animals and precious or rare stones; artifi
cialia were objects made by men such as paintings, 
drawings, sculptures, pottery, coins, medals, optic 
lenses, antiquities, and ethnographic objects. Certain 
objects, such as painted landscapes or anthropomor
phous stones, were both ars and natura and could 
be classed in both categories. "In containing sam
ples of all that was to be found in the macrocosm, the 
greater world, the Kunstkammer [or curiosity cabinet] 
can be thought to represent the world in microcosm."41 

Later, in stamp collections, similar aspirations 
of the embodiment of an encyclopedic ideal would 
motivate the construction of philatelic treasures 
with a universal character: microcosms in a great 
variety of colours and images representing the world 
at large — and this not only in thematic philately. 
The particular thing about stamps and other philat
elic elements is that they were (and are) officially 
issued by different, well indicated parts of the world 
called countries or states. Later, the Industrial Rev
olution with its corresponding mass production of 
commodities was followed by the steady growth 
of the middle classes, more shared wealth, less work
ing hours, alienation from work, and expansion of 
consumption culture.42 It was a time of increasing 
private collecting activity in all Western societies, 
and philately became very much part of this. 

Philatelic collecting as the leisure activity known 
today, with tens of millions of adherents worldwide, 
was triggered by the introduction of the first adhe
sive postal stamps in 1840.43 In the London Family 
Herald of 22 March 1851, the bookshop proprietor 
T. H. S. Smith published the first advertisement 
offering to exchange or buy stamps. The first known 
philatelic club was The Omnibus Club founded in 
1856 in the United States, followed by the Excelsior 
Stamp Association in 1866 in St John's in Canada and, 
towards the end of the 1860s, the Suddeutscher 
Philatelisten Verein in Heidelberg and the Philatelic 
Society in London.44 Again in the 1860s, the first 
illustrated stamp catalogues and pre-printed albums 
appeared.45 At the time, it was still possible to — 
almost—complete a world collection (see Table l).46 

At the turn of the century, as two contemporary 
commentators had it: "Philately might claim a place 
among the Sciences side by side with Books, Prints 
and Coins."47 The evolution of albums and stamp 
guides, as the same authors observed, are represen
tative for "the gradual metamorphosis of the subject 

Table 1 
Total number of different adhesive 
postage stamps issued worldwide 

Year 

1840 
1850 
1860 
1880 
1900 
1920 
1950 
1970 
2001 

Total stamps 

2 
154 
913 

4 848 
15 428 

< 38 000 
> 100 000 
> 150 000 
> 360 000 

and subject matter from a very limited and desultory 
hobby into a field of employment, recreation, and 
rivalry for adults of both sexes and of all ranks... 
Philately has been elevated, step by step, into a 
quasi-archaeological science, with its own Societies, 
Bibliography, and Critical Literature."48 At the same 
time, however, postal services started to issue the first 
commemorative stamps which, for many philatelists, 
marked the beginning of the commercial perversion 
of the same postal services.49 In the euphemistic 
words of Hardy and Bacon, "the collector, as a rule, 
does not probably take as a compliment the recog
nition which he now receives at the hands of many 
stamp issuing governments."50 

The growth of the number of philatelists and 
stamp dealers, indeed, stimulated many new 
emissions, in spite of the protests by philatelic 
organizations. There are two different kinds of 
stamps-made-for-collectors: those issued by would-
be countries that have no legitimate use for stamps 
at all; and supererogatory issues by countries that 
have a perfectly legitimate use for stamps. An exam
ple of the latter occurred in 1948 on the occasion of 
the silver wedding anniversary of George VI, when 
Great Britain issued a commemorative stamp of one 
pound sterling, at the time quite a lot of money. 
Simultaneously, in eleven British colonies a similar 
stamp of equal value was issued, a so-called omnibus 
emission. The protest against the postal authority's 
policy of commercial exploitation of philatelists and 
favouritism of the "riches," the only ones able to 
afford this omnibus emission, marked the fact that 
philatelists came from all social strati of the pop
ulation. However, the so-contested superfluous 
emissions without any postal function continued 
to flood the market. Some states became notorious, 
such as the Gulf states, Paraguay, and former French 
and British colonies. Serious philatelists restricted 
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their collections to countries with a moderate emis
sion policy corresponding to postal needs. These may 
also include countries that no longer exist.51 

Meanwhile, in postal circulation worldwide, the 
role of adhesive postage stamps diminished. A first 
development in this direction occurred in 1869 when 
Austria, soon to be followed by other countries, 
issued the first postcard in the form of postal sta
tionery (that is, with an imprinted stamp). Although 
this new phenomenon in postal traffic implied a 
reduction in the use of adhesive stamps, it also gave 
a new impulse since it preceded — and probably 
suggested the idea for — the use of non-stationery 
picture postcards (with adhesive stamps), which we 
still use today.52 Franking meters were internation
ally accepted in 1920, having been already in use 
by companies and institutions in various countries 
already. Postage by subscription is practised in the 
case of large numbers of uniform mail: a global 
calculation and payment to the postal service is 
based on total weight and there is no postage stamp 
on the mail, merely the indication "Postage Paid" 
or "PP".53 

Writing in the late 1920s, Walter Benjamin 
alluded to the decline of stamps and stamp collect
ing in view of the increasing use of telegrams: "There 
is...a stamp-language that is to flower-language what 
the Morse alphabet is to the written one. But how 
long will the flowers continue to bloom between 
the telegraph poles? Are not the great artistic stamps 
of the postwar years [after the First World War], 
with their full colors, already the autumnal asters 
and dahlias of this flora?"54 In contrast to popular 
belief— and Benjamin is only an historical exam
ple — the competition by telegraph, telephone, fax 
and, more recently, e-mail, did not afterall mean the 
end of postage stamps, but rather complementarity 
and an extension of the possibilities of communi
cation. Moreover, the collection of postal stationary, 
franking meters, telegraph stamps and even entire 
telegrams constitute different domains in the realm 
of philately. In order to illustrate these general theses, 
we will give concrete examples of living collections 
of three male philatelists aged 68,52 and 48 respec
tively, the first two bom and living in the Netherlands, 
the third in France. 

Examples of Contemporary 
Philatelic Collectors 
Joe (all names are pseudonyms), our first example, 
started work as a coal miner in the south of the 
Netherlands at age 18. The mine paid for his pro
fessional education two days a week. He was thus 
able to obtain a degree in mining engineering and 
became an underground mining overseer. After 
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having worked underground for sixteen years, 
the mine was closed down and he retrained as 
a hydraulic engineer. He found a job as project 
supervisor on the Maas River works. During a 
year-long illness, his wife suggested: "You still 
have your boyhood stamp collection, can't you 
do something with that?" He could, indeed. He 
subscribed to the local philatelic association and 
participated in the exchange circuit. After a few 
years, however, there was not much left to ex
change and he was confronted with having to buy 
missing stamps for cash. For Joe the pleasure was 
over, until a fellow club member suggested: 
"You've been working in the mines, haven't you? 
That would be a nice topic for a thematic col
lection." Joe adopted the idea. The president of his 
club took part in philatelic expositions, and this too 
gave Joe an idea, and he became an enthusiastic 
participant in competitive expositions. He special
ized in the topic of mining extraction tools and, 
later, added other thematic collections such as the 

Fig. 4 (top) 
One of the first French postal 
cards, printed in 1876 and 
sent in 1879. This kind of 
postal card preceded the 
illustrated ones. The front 
side, reserved for the address, 
includes information about 
the tariff. 

Fig. 5 (above) 
Hawaiian postal stationery 
envelope (with embossed 
stamp) sent on 28 March 
1893 from Honolulu via 
San Francisco to Winchester, 
Massachusetts. The royal 
crown appears above the date 
of issue of the (dark blue) 
slump. Hawaii issued its own 
stamps from 1851 to 1898. 
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Brandenburger Tower and the Zambezi River. The 
latter collection pleased him most and also resulted 
in public appreciation. 

Sean, our second example, started collecting as 
a boy when his mother put aside stamps for him: 

As a boy1could learn well, and my mother thought: 
"Maybe he can do something with these stamps, 
read about it and the like." At that time, everything 
I acquired was still fun. At first, my engagement 
in philately started with the idea that I had to 
fill the gaps in my album. The strange thing, how
ever, was that not the album became alive, but 
the stamps, whether they were in the album or 
not. The stamps told me a story and they still do. 

When Sean went to university, he lived in lodg
ings and was occupied with his stamps for one or 
two hours a day (' 'maybe this was just a pleasant way 
to spend my time because, if I hadn't done this, I 
would have frequented pubs, but I didn't have the 
money for that every evening"). After marriage, 
his philatelic activities slowed down, but only for 
a while. From the moment he and his wife had a 
house, she took a job while he carried on studying 
and thus had "plenty of time" to continue his stamp 
collecting. Later, he became a high school teacher 
in geography. He constructed his collection in such 
a way that he is tracing imaginary lines on the world 
map bordering the different countries: 

J do this per continent and I'm not going to say: 
"England has colonies and, thus, I classify all those 
colonies behind England. " There are also stamps 
belonging to two different countries, because they 
have a significance for both. I'm concerned with the 
transitions and links, for example of the Alsace and 
Saadand, which have been both French and German. 

Sean focusses on designs and prefers the classic 
ones. The first British stamps, for example, are clas
sicist, those of Saxony Gothic, and there exist also 
Baroque stamps. Sean always stuck to the personal 
strategy that he should not aim at completeness. 
When, for example, the same king is represented 
on four different stamps, Sean only needs one of 
them. This held — and still holds — for postage 
stamps as well as revenue (or fiscal) stamps, for 
Cinderella's and telegraph stamps ("in doing so, I 
always had a collection with a wider reach than 
others, because I included things which they'd never 
seen before"). He collects the world, classic, per type, 
until about 1900. 

Arnaud, the third example, started collecting at 
the age of eight, in a catalogue he noticed that the 
first emissions of France, his native country, were 

not as expensive as might be expected, and he devel
oped a growing interest in them. He subscribed 
to a philatelic association, participated in the junior 
section of exhibitions, and even became president 
of his section of the association. His philatelic 
activities slowed down around the time of his high 
school exams and the first years of his medical 
studies. In his third year at university, he resumed 
these activities for a while and also started to buy at 
auction [ventes sur offres). He became a French naval 
surgeon and was twice stationed in French Polynesia 
and once in Saint Pierre and Miquelon.. 

As a philatelist, Arnaud showed particular inter
est in historical subjects. He had already made his 
mark in his academic studies with a thesis on 
medical problems encountered during the French 
military expeditions in Indochina between 1859 
and 1861 under Napoleon HI. His historical interest 
was allied to a search for the exotic and a prefeence 
for the beauty of engraved stamps. In philately, he 
was also attracted by the research aspect: "I really 
like to make a profound study of a single stamp." 
Arnaud did this with the 25 centimes Ceres blue. 
("Many copies of this stamp were introduced into 
circulation, on different kinds of paper, in different 
colors, and with a rich variation in cancellations. 
The printing plates have been broken several times 
and, thus, three distinct types were generated.") 
Meanwhile, he amassed an important collection 
of classic French stamps, up to 1900, and postally 
used covers ("letters") as well as stamps of French 
colonies prior to their independence.55 Although 
not part of his own (classic) collection, he appre
ciates the first French large format stamps with 
representations of historical monuments such as 
the Pont-du-Gard and the Eiffel Tower. After his 
final return to France [la métropole) a few years ago, 
Arnaud took the remarkable decision to sell his 
entire collection. 

Our first example, Joe, is active in the branch of 
thematic philately, while our third one, Arnaud 
(including his one-stamp specialization), is active 
in traditional philately. Sean, our second example, 
is more difficult to classify. The ideas behind his 
particular collection are of interest to us because 
they raise questions and supply personal answers 
about the origins of stamps, postal services, and 
philatelic collecting. This is why, here, we take 
another look at his collection and the discourse of 
its owner. We are also informed about the material 
organization of his collection (the "vault of his 
treasures"). According to Sean, political changes are 
well represented on stamps and are an excellent 
indication of what happened in history. Whenever 
there was a coup d'État, for example, or a census, 
this was marked by a new emission. A new ruler, 
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indeed, had to know how many people he had 
under his reign. Any change in the constitution also 
used to be accompanied by a new emission, or at 
least an overprint. Thus, Sean follows the political 
transitions in all those countries and tries to find 
the accompanying stamps. He also looks for what 
he calls "curious" emissions: 

Yemen, for example, overprinted its stamps with 
swords and skulls of gas attacks in order to show 
what the revolting party did to them. Such interest, 
indeed, is linked to my profession, geography, but 
not directly because, in that case, 1 should collect 
maps on stamps. I'm interested in the political his
tory of those countries, but also in their postal history 
when, for example, the Russians in their gigantic 
empire weren 't any longer able to diffuse the mail 
everywhere, if they had to send a letter from 
Moscow to Vladivostok, this was complicated, 
these were enormous distances. When you also 
consider the climatic circumstances, you may well 
understand that all cities were allowed to organize 
their mm postal service in the nineteenth century 
and issue their own stamps. In Denmark, however. 
it happened too but, there, this wasn 't necessary. 
And in Germany, you can imagine that all con
stituting parts of the country wanted to organize 
their own postal service in order to express their 
own identity. 

In the course of time, Sean extended his col
lection with new ideas. Once, he read about the 
Australian mining village of Coolgardie, southwest 
of the town of Kalgooriy, east of Perth. The question 
how to transport the mail from this outer mining 
village to the city was no major preoccupation of the 
postal service in Sydney. The people in Coolgardie 
resolved their own problem by buying some camels 
in order to transport their mail bags from their 
village to Kalgooriy twice a week, from where the 
mail was further handled by Australia's national 
postage system. These people also emitted their own 
stamps, which Sean enjoys very much—' 'emissions 
are of special interest to me as soon as they supply 
new solutions to the problem how to organize the 
environment." Sean only appreciates cancellations 
when he knows that there are no stamps in the same 
period. He is, for example, still looking for the stiver 
marks of the Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie 
(the East Indies Company or VOQ. He integrates 
fiscal stamps in his collection by focussing on the 
graphic approach, whether the designs look alike, 
or are even made by the same designer: "If this is 
of the same order, for example near-Gothic, or clas
sicist, or neo-classicist, or Renaissance, and when 
a new ruler is accompanied by a new emission, 

new circumstances in the region with new values 
on the stamps, then I'm able to pick up my own 
collector's line." 

At the time that Sean as a young man still lived 
in lodgings, his stamps were kept in stock books, 
by i :ountry, until they were full. When he purchased 
his own house, he reorganized his stock books, but 
they soon became full again. He then started to add 
his new acquisitions as when they came in, but no 
longer by country or type. At present, he affixes 
his acquisitions on small "Hawid" stock cards (the 
size of postcards). He keeps these in iron and wooden 
boxes, and might have about four metres of these 
if placed end to end — "I've the most curious items 
in my collection; it will be my life's work to put some 
order in all that." Sometimes, he shows part of his 
collection to friends and acquaintances, in partic
ular the thirty pages he already filled for Germany 
and the ten pages for Belgium. He then says: "This 
is how it's got to be," and points to the packets of 
paper he has in his cupboard in order to realize the 
new organization of his collection. 

He tries to assemble the designs of each country, 
and link them to political developments. When 
he examines all his stock cards and stock books, he 
experiences huge satisfaction declaring, "I suc
ceeded in gathering all this throughout my life time 
up to now." Often, he remembers exactly the occa
sions of when and how he acquired a particular 
item, and with whom he was, and how much fun 
they had, "that whole period comes to life again." 
He also becomes aware of what is lacking in his 
collection. Sometimes he is mistaken and already 
owns an item that he thought he lacked ("of the 
roughly fifty thousand items in my collection I 

Fig. 6 
Postal card issued at the 
occasion of a philatelic 
propaganda exhibition 
in Tourcoing, France, in 
3 938, one year before 
the Second World War. 
The illustration shows an 
apparently happy nuclear 
family. Note the father may 
be damaging the stamps 
with his left sleeve, thus 
not setting a good example. 
The text ai the bottom 
summarizes the virtues of 
philately: rest, education, 
and relaxation. 
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know most of them, but not all"). Thus, it happens 
that he occasionally buys something he already 
has. In which case he makes a present of it to a 
stamp-collecting friend. 

Conclusion 
The material condition for the existence of philately 
is the development of postal services that are much 
older than adhesive stamps. Moreover, the cultural 
phenomenon of philately can only be understood 
as being part and parcel of a long tradition of col
lecting in general. Philately is a democratized form 
of collecting, probably the most widespread in the 
world, accessible for everybody, although mostly 
practised by certain age classes and corresponding 
to gender. Our examples are representative for 
adults (including their youth memories) in this 
respect. The men in the first two examples devel
oped into dedicated philatelists; the third one was 
that too but, recently, made a commercial turn, 
abandoning his collection or, at least, using it in a 
non-collector's way for financial gain. 

Contemporary adult philately has developed 
into a multifaceted phenomenon that no longer 
corresponds to the image outsiders have, an image 
often based on their own youth-collecting activities 
as well as on the commercial shambles produced 
by postal services. Many dedicated philatelists, sick 
of being exploited through the commercial per
version of these postal services (often, like in The 
Netherlands, privatized), leave their contemporary 
country collection for what it is, a particular phase 
in their personal philatelic development, and start to 
explore other domains in the realm of philately such 
as postal history, fiscal philately, or thematic philately. 

Fiscal philatelists have good reason to defend 
their stance against the dominant interpretation 
of philately, which often implies a neglect of the 

historical depth and rich philatelic potential of this 
only recendy internationally recognized branch 
of philately.56 Only in 1991, at the conference of the 
Fédération internationale de philatélie (FIP) in Tokyo, 
fiscal philately, although already in existence for 
more than a century,57 was internationally recog
nized as a full branch of philately.58 In my view, 
however, we cannot deny that philatelic collecting 
as the leisure activity we know today, with tens of 
millions of adherents worldwide, was triggered by 
the introduction of the first adhesive postage stamps 
in 1840 but, at present, the object of philately also 
implies previous periods as well as philatelic ele
ments other than adhesive stamps. Philately has 
special attraction because the stamp collectors seem 
to have the whole world in their grasp with their 
collection of little stamps that have moved bureau-
craticaUy between parts of the globe and also tend 
to signify entities such as kings, nations and empires 
that do the same and, in doing so, bring together 
disparate parts. 

To quote Benjamin once more: "On stamps, 
countries and oceans are merely the provinces and 
kings merely the hirelings of numbers that steep 
them in their colors at will. Stamp albums are mag
ical reference books; the numbers of monarchs and 
palaces, of animals and allegories and states, are 
recorded in them. Postal traffic depends on their 
harmony as the motions of the planets depend on 
the harmony of the celestial numbers."59 Stamps 
and other philatelic elements have the "semio-
logical" quality to signify almost anything and, 
through the re-assembly of the chaotic world in 
meaning, they signify signification. Stamps rep
resent the process of signification in the smallest of 
artifacts, and the stamp collector himself, being — 
in Mauss's terms60 — the node of many levels of 
signification that seem to run through him, reassem
bles meaning via his collection. 
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